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Fantastically Great Women Scientists and Their Stories
Going after you dream doesn't have to wait - be empowered by these incredible
women and start changing the world now. From the inspiring author of Girls Who
Rocked the World comes another comprehensive collection of true, inspiring
profiles of successful young women throughout history who made their mark on
the world before turning twenty. Young women today crave strong, independent
role models to look to for motivation. Girls Who Changed the World offers a fun and
uplifting collection of influential stories with forty-five more movers and shakers
who made a difference early on in life. From Cleopatra to Mindy Kaling, and Aretha
Franklin to Emma Watson - each with her own incredible story of how she created
life-changing opportunities for herself and the world - you'll get to know these
capable queens of empires and courageous icons of entertainment. Also included
are profiles of gutsy teenagers who are out there rocking the world right now and
personal aspirations from today's young women.

A World Full of Animal Stories
Nominated for the Cilip Carnegie & Kate Greenaway Children's Book Awards 2018.
Kate Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, has created this wildly
wonderful and accessible book about women who really changed the world.
Discover fascinating facts about some of the most amazing women who changed
the world we live in. Fly through the sky with the incredible explorer Amelia
Earhart, and read all about the Wonderful Adventures of Mary Seacole with the
number one best-selling children's non-fiction title in the UK market this year.
Bursting full of beautiful illustrations and astounding facts, Fantastically Great
Women Who Changed the World is the perfect introduction to just a few of the
most incredible women who helped shaped the world we live in. List of women
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featured: Jane Austen, Gertrude Ederle, Coco Chanel, Frida Kahlo, Marie Curie,
Mary Anning, Mary Seacole, Amelia Earhart, Agent Fifi, Sacagawa, Emmeline
Pankhurst, Rosa Parks, Anne Frank

Fantastically Great Women Who Worked Wonders
Travel the world with 50 best-loved tales, featuring creatures big and small. This
beautifully-illustrated collection of classic stories brings together favourite animalthemed fables, myths and legends including The Three Little Pigs, The Ugly
Duckling, Why the Swallow's Tail is Forked and the story of Ananse and the Python.
Lively retellings from Angela McAllister are brought to life with sumptuous
illustrations from Romanian-born illustrator, Aitch, in this treasury to treasure.

Beyond Chocolate
You have heard, no doubt, the tale of Master Oliver Twist - that rags-to-riches boy;
the parish orphan who became heir to the Brownlow fortune. But what few know is
that there was a second Twist - a girl, brought into this world moments ahead of
her brother. This is the story of Twill Twist - and her journey through the gambling
dens and workhouses of London, as she attempts to make a life for herself, rescue
her friends, and uncover the mystery of her past - while meeting some familiar
faces along the way Re-discover the Artful Dodger, Fagin, and Oliver Twist himself,
along with a host of fantastic new heroes and villains, in this brilliantly-imagined,
rip-roaring sequel to Dickens' much-loved classic.

An Absolutely Remarkable Thing
THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Sparkling with mystery, humor
and the uncanny, this is a fun read. But beneath its effervescent tone, more
complex themes are at play.” —San Francisco Chronicle In his wildly entertaining
debut novel, Hank Green—cocreator of Crash Course, Vlogbrothers, and
SciShow—spins a sweeping, cinematic tale about a young woman who becomes an
overnight celebrity before realizing she's part of something bigger, and stranger,
than anyone could have possibly imagined. The Carls just appeared. Roaming
through New York City at three a.m., twenty-three-year-old April May stumbles
across a giant sculpture. Delighted by its appearance and craftsmanship—like a
ten-foot-tall Transformer wearing a suit of samurai armor—April and her best
friend, Andy, make a video with it, which Andy uploads to YouTube. The next day,
April wakes up to a viral video and a new life. News quickly spreads that there are
Carls in dozens of cities around the world—from Beijing to Buenos Aires—and April,
as their first documentarian, finds herself at the center of an intense international
media spotlight. Seizing the opportunity to make her mark on the world, April now
has to deal with the consequences her new particular brand of fame has on her
relationships, her safety, and her own identity. And all eyes are on April to figure
out not just what the Carls are, but what they want from us. Compulsively
entertaining and powerfully relevant, An Absolutely Remarkable Thing grapples
with big themes, including how the social internet is changing fame, rhetoric, and
radicalization; how our culture deals with fear and uncertainty; and how vilification
and adoration spring for the same dehumanization that follows a life in the public
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eye. The beginning of an exciting fiction career, An Absolutely Remarkable Thing is
a bold and insightful novel of now.

Timelines of Everything
From bestselling author and illustrator Kate Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline
Pankhurst, comes another 'smart, informative, inclusive and accessible' book about
trail-blazing women. This time, it's women who have helped protect our natural
world from way before it was on a political agenda. Discover their untold stories.
Tackle the plastic problem with Isatou Ceesay by recycling waste into beautiful
objects. Marvel at the intelligence of chimpanzees with Jane Goodall. Learn why it's
important to shop fair trade and cruelty-free with Anita Roddick and The Body
Shop. Resist devastating deforestation and plant seeds of change with Wangari
Maathai. We're in an age when young people like Greta Thunberg are calling for
those in power to 'wake up' and take action. Written with hope and
encouragement, this book shows that all actions, big and small, can be powerful in
the fight against climate breakdown.

Girls Who Changed the World
Move aside history—it’s time for herstory. Celebrate fifty inspiring and powerful
women who changed the world and left their mark in this lavishly illustrated
biography compilation that’s perfect for fans of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls
and She Persisted. Throughout history, girls have often been discussed in terms of
what they couldn’t or shouldn’t do. Not anymore. It’s time for herstory—a
celebration of not only what girls can do, but the remarkable things women have
already accomplished, even when others tried to stop them. In this uplifting and
inspiring book, follow the stories of fifty powerhouse women from around the world
and across time who each managed to change the world as they knew it forever.
Telling the stories of their childhood, the challenges they faced, and the impact of
their achievements, each lavishly illustrated spread is a celebration of girl power in
its many forms. From astronauts to activists, musicians to mathematicians, these
women are sure to motivate young readers of all backgrounds to focus not on the
can’ts and shouldn’ts, but on what they can do: anything!

101 Awesome Women Who Transformed Science
Marcus was convinced that vampires didn't exist. He was very wrong . . . On his
thirteenth birthday, Marcus Howlett is faced with a bombshell. His parents are halfvampire. And, although he hates the thought of it, he is about to become one too.
But, as he secretly blogs about the horrors of his new fangs, bad breath and
cravings for blood, Marcus is unaware that his life is in serious danger . . .

A Is for Awesome!
It’s a scientific fact: Women rock! A charmingly illustrated and educational book,
New York Times best seller Women in Science highlights the contributions of fifty
notable women to the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) from the ancient to the modern world. Full of striking, singular art, this
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fascinating collection also contains infographics about relevant topics such as lab
equipment, rates of women currently working in STEM fields, and an illustrated
scientific glossary. The trailblazing women profiled include well-known figures like
primatologist Jane Goodall, as well as lesser-known pioneers such as Katherine
Johnson, the African-American physicist and mathematician who calculated the
trajectory of the 1969 Apollo 11 mission to the moon. Women in Science celebrates
the achievements of the intrepid women who have paved the way for the next
generation of female engineers, biologists, mathematicians, doctors, astronauts,
physicists, and more! — BrainPickings - Best Science Books of the Year

We Can Do Anything
The debut novel from winner of the MacMillan Prize for Picture Book Illustration
Kate Pankhurst. The perfect book for 7-9 yr olds who love funny stories with quirky
illustrations like DIARY OF A WIMPY KID, the DORK DIARIES and CLARICE BEAN.
Mariella Mystery (That's me!) - totally amazing girl detective, aged 9 and a bit.
Able to solve the most mysterious mysteries and perplexing problems, even before
breakfast. When their teacher Miss Crumble spots the ghost of her pet guinea pig,
Mr Darcy, in her back garden, she doesn't know what to think. But Mariella knows
it's up to her and her fellow Mystery Girls to get to the bottom of The Case of the
Ghostly Guinea Pig.

The Vampire Blog
!--[if gte mso 9] 800x600 ![endif]-- New York Times bestseller Boys can be anything
they want to be! This timely book joins and expands the gender-role conversation
and gives middle-grade boys a welcome alternative message: that masculinity can
mean many things. You won't find any stories of slaying dragons or saving
princesses here. In Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different, author Ben Brookswith the help of Quinton Wintor's striking full-color illustrations-offers a welcome
alternative narrative: one that celebrates introverts and innovators, sensitivity and
resilience, individuality and expression. It's an accessible compilation of 75 famous
and not-so-famous men from the past to the present day, every single one of them
a rule-breaker and stereotype-smasher in his own way. Entries include Frank
Ocean, Salvador Dali, Beethoven, Barack Obama, Ai Weiwei, Jesse Owens, and so
many more-heroes from all walks of life and from all over the world.

100 Women Who Made History
Based on Mackenzi Lee’s popular weekly Twitter series of the same name, Bygone
Badass Broads features 52 remarkable and forgotten trailblazing women from all
over the world. With tales of heroism and cunning, in-depth bios and witty
storytelling, Bygone Badass Broads gives new life to these historic female
pioneers. Starting in the fifth century BC and continuing to the present, the book
takes a closer look at bold and inspiring women who dared to step outside the
traditional gender roles of their time. Coupled with riveting illustrations and Lee’s
humorous and conversational storytelling style, this book is an outright celebration
of the badass women who paved the way for the rest of us.
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Another Twist in the Tale
Do you want to climb a mountain? Drive a fire engine? Become prime minister?
Join the girls in the pages of this book to see the incredible things they do every
day and find out what you might like to do, too! A picture book for every girl with a
dream.

Pom Pom is Super
Ice Cream Cone Worm. Monkeyface Prickleback. Pink Fairy Armadillo. You're called
WHAT?! Welcome to the Ministry of Silly Animal Names where all the creatures
have one thing in common: they want to change their names. A unique and riproaringly funny, tongue-twisting story full of weird and wonderful real creatures
and facts at the end that will amaze. Written by Kes Gray, the bestselling, awardwinning author of Oi Frog! and illustrated with charm and wit by dazzling new
talent, Nikki Dyson.

Women who Changed the World
Why stick with plain old A, B, C when you can have Amelia (Earhart), Malala, Tina
(Turner), Ruth (Bader Ginsburg), all the way to eXtraordinary You—and the Zillion
of adventures you will go on? Instagram superstar Eva Chen, author of Juno
Valentine and the Magical Shoes, is back with an alphabet board book depicting
feminist icons in A Is for Awesome: 23 Iconic Women Who Changed the World,
featuring spirited illustrations by Derek Desierto.

What Will You Dream of Tonight?
A timely, beautiful and bold compendium of women around the world who said
?time?s up? on inequality.Rule Breakers. Risk Takers. Rebel Women. Law Makers.
This book is a celebration of women standing up, speaking out, and sticking
together to battle inequality and win the vote. In January 2017, more than 3 million
women around the world marched, demanding their voices be heard and their
rights defended. Rebel Voices is a book about historical events, but truly for our
times. It features the brave campaigners who fought for women?s right to vote.
Discover that it was never illegal for women to vote in Ecuador, or how 40,000
Russian women marched through St. Petersburg demanding their rights. Find out
how one Canadian woman changed opinions with a play, and Kuwaiti women
protested via text message. And learn that women climbed mountains, walked a
lion through the streets of Paris, and starved themselves, all in the name of having
a voice. Tracing its history from New Zealand at the end of the 19th century, follow
this empowering movement as it spread from Oceania to Europe and the Americas,
then Africa and Asia up to the present day. Meet the women who rioted, rallied and
refused to give up. Stunningly illustrated by Eve Lloyd Knight, this book celebrates
the women who refused to behave, rebelling against convention to give women
everywhere a voice. If you loved Goodnight Stories for Rebel Girls, Fantastically
Great Women Who Changed the World, or Women in Science then you'll love this!

Izzy Gizmo
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What will you dream of tonight? Will it be a midnight balloon ride, sailing on the tail
of a whale, or swinging through the leaves on a jungle trapeze? This dreamy,
sumptuously illustrated tale travels through deserts and waterfalls to shipwrecks
and dragon-filled caves as a parent wonders where their child's dreams will take
them. But no matter what adventures may unfold, the reassuring ending reminds
every little one that when they wake, they will find safety and love.

Rebel Voices
Experience 13 billion years of history on planet Earth, starting with the Big Bang
before time-travelling right up to the present day. History comes alive as more
than 130 different timelines are presented in glorious illustrative and photographic
detail, together with accessible and informative text. Covering the rise and fall of
empires, major scientific breakthroughs, groundbreaking inventions, and
monumental moments in art, this is the go-to guide for just about everything that
has ever happened. This comprehensive visual encyclopedia for children is an
unprecedented collection of timelines and a wealth of knowledge about the world.
From the most bloodthirsty pirate of all time to the first crime to be solved by
studying fingerprints, you'll find it in Timelines of Everything. Find your own place
in the world and understand where you fit in with this exciting, entertaining, and
educational tour through time.

Shaking Things Up: 14 Young Women Who Changed the World
A fun and feminist look at forgotten women in science, technology, and beyond,
from the bestselling author of THE FANGIRL'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY You may
think you know women’s history pretty well. But have you ever heard of. . . · Alice
Ball, the chemist who developed an effective treatment for leprosy—only to have
the credit taken by a man? · Mary Sherman Morgan, the rocket scientist whose
liquid fuel compounds blasted the first U.S. satellite into orbit? · Huang Daopo, the
inventor whose weaving technology revolutionized textile production in
China—centuries before the cotton gin? Smart women have always been able to
achieve amazing things, even when the odds were stacked against them. In
Wonder Women, author Sam Maggs tells the stories of the brilliant, brainy, and
totally rad women in history who broke barriers as scientists, engineers,
mathematicians, adventurers, and inventors. Plus, interviews with real-life women
in STEM careers, an extensive bibliography, and a guide to women-centric science
and technology organizations—all to show the many ways the geeky girls of today
can help to build the future. Table of Contents: Women of Science Women of
Medicine Women of Espionage Women of Innovation Women of Adventure

Fantastically Great Women Who Changed The World
Are you unhappy with your body but fed up with constant dieting?Would you like to
lose weight without depriving yourself of the food you love? Beyond Chocolate is a
radically different approach to weight loss. Serial dieters for years, Sophie and
Audrey Boss finally overcame their weight problems when they discovered the key
to success: break free from the diet mentality and learn how to listen to your body
so that you can make food choices that really work for you. This book sets out a
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new, liberating approach to establishing a healthy and satisfying relationship with
food, and a positive body image. Based on extensive research and workshops for
women with weight issues, Beyond Chocolate will help you to:· Eat whatever you
want without feeling guilty· Lose weight and not worry that you'll put it back on·
Only think about food when you are hungry· Stop when you are satisfied· Feel
comfortable in your body· Wear clothes you like and feel good in Beyond Chocolate
is your passport to freedom!

Fantastically Great Women Who Made History
From sports to innovation, art to politics - meet the incredible women who got
there first, in the incredible girl-o-pedia of astounding achievements!Ever heard
the saying "It's a man's world"? Clearly, the speaker had never met Amelia Earhart
or Harriet Tubman. Those feisty females, and many more, rivaled their male
counterparts in everything from computer programming to civil rights, and from
world speed records to the invention of the chocolate chip cookie!* Did you know
that the first computer programmer was a woman? Countess Ada Lovelace
(1842).* Or that the inventor of the life raft, windshield wiper, and Kevlar were all
female? Maria Beaseley (1882), Mary Anderson (1903), Stephanie Kwolek
(1966).*From ground-breaking inventions to feats of endurance, We Can Do
Anything is the ideal book for growing girls' and boys' intellectually curious minds.
Loaded with 200+ main entries, readers will be armed with incredible trivia about
history, science, sports, and the arts--perfect for anyone looking to stimulate their
mind, brush up for school, or simply indulge in a good read.Organized
chronologically, this fact-o-pedia is subdivided intoa range of subjects, including
science & innovation, sports & endurance, arts & literature, politics & worldbuilding, business & industry, world records, and unusual achievements.With
engaging and accessible text and delightful illustrations throughout, We Can Do
Anything is sure to educate, entertain, and inspire!

Mariella Mystery Investigates a Cupcake Conundrum
Aphra Behn, first female professional writer. Sojourner Truth, activist and
abolitionist. Ada Lovelace, first computer programmer. Marie Curie, first woman to
win the Nobel Prize. Joan Jett, godmother of punk. The 100 revolutionary women
highlighted in this gorgeously illustrated book were bad in the best sense of the
word: they challenged the status quo and changed the rules for all who followed.
From pirates to artists, warriors, daredevils, scientists, activists, and spies, the
accomplishments of these incredible women vary as much as the eras and places
in which they effected change. Featuring bold watercolor portraits and illuminating
essays by Ann Shen, Bad Girls Throughout History is a distinctive, worthy tribute.

Mariella Mystery Investigates a Kitty Calamity
Women have been responsible for many of the world's most groundbreaking
scientific discoveries. Kate Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, tells the
stories of some incredible female scientists whose hard work and persistence
changed our understanding of science, and transformed people's ideas of what
women can do. As a child Mae Jemison imagined herself reaching for the stars and
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that's exactly what she did: she became the first African-American woman to go
into space. When Elizabeth Blackwell was told women weren't allowed to be
doctors, she didn't take no for an answer. Tu Youyou spent months on a remote
island during the Vietnam War to try and invent a treatment for malaria - and she
did it. Including comic strips, family trees, maps and more, Fantastically Great
Women Scientists and their Stories is a celebration of women who made some of
the world's most important scientific breakthroughs. Women featured: Mae
Jemison, Marie Curie, Elizabeth Blackwell, Janaki Ammal, Caroline Herschel, Katia
Krafft, Tu Youyou and Rosalind Franklin.

Women in Science
Who is trying to sabotage the Puddleford baking contest? In this top-secret journal,
super-sleuth Mariella Mystery records clues, observations, and anything else to
help solve the mystery--includes lots of cool drawings and advice for new
detectives.

Bad Girls Throughout History
In this installment of the best selling series. Puddleford is experiencing a
catnapping epidemic! Trusty feline sidekick Watson has gone missing, and now
Mariella must solve this cat caper before Watson disappears forever.Diary of A
Wimpy Kid and Tom Gates fans won't want to miss this!

Girls Think of Everything
Discover the lives of 101 trailblazing women and the remarkable things they
achieved. This beautifully illustrated book is packed with bitesize biographies of
activists, leaders, athletes, artists, explorers, and STEM innovators. From the
celebrated to the overlooked, these women overcame odds, defied expectations
and shattered stereotypes and their stories are sure to inspire young readers and
encourage them to dream big. Spanning across history and from all over the globe,
these figures include: • J.K. Rowling • Malala Yousafzai • Marie Curie • Maya
Angelou • Wangari Maathai • Anne Frank • Simone Biles • Ada Lovelace • And
many more! Written in a friendly and accessible style, this book includes
quotations, fun facts and charming illustrations which bring the lives of these
inspiring women to life. Perfect for kids aged 8+.

Radical Hope
Pom Pom was excited. So excited . . . all his friends were coming round to play and
he couldn't wait! And when they arrive in superhero costumes, Pom Pom thinks he
might quite like to be super too. There's just one problem: Pom Pom isn't exactly
sure what he's super AT. This is a sweet and funny story all about finding your
talents, that will strike a chord with parents and young children alike.

100 Women Who Made History
Discover the inspirational stories of 101 brilliant female scientists and the many
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discoveries, inventions and breakthroughs they brought into the world. This book
features inspiring STEM heroes from many different countries and cultures, some
of which are still working today - pushing the frontiers of scientific fields from
engineering to astrophysics. These trailblazing women will fire the imagination of
children everywhere! The captivating biographies, quotations and accessible facts
are brought to life with charming illustrations. These pioneering women include: •
Katherine G. Johnson (African American mathematician during NASAs first space
launch) • Ellen Ochoa (First Hispanic woman astronaut) • Émilie du Châtelet
(French mathematician in the 1700s who fought for her rights to study
math/science) • Etta Zuber Falconer (one of the 1st African American women to
receive a PhD in Mathematics) • Carol Shaw (First female video game designer) •
Joy Adamson (scientist/conservationist who raised lion cubs) • Sun Yung Alice
Chang (Chinese American mathematician) This is a perfect title for kids aged 8+.

Bygone Badass Broads
If you thought that it was a man's world, think again! 100 Women Who Made
History is the exciting story of the women who changed the world, from Anne Frank
to J.K. Rowling. Meet the most talented and famous women in history, from politics,
science, business, and the arts, from exciting entrepreneurs to clever creative.
Discover landmark moments in the lives of amazing historical women from Joan of
Arc to Marie Curie, up to and including modern game-changers such as Maya
Angelou, Angela Merkel, Serena Williams, and Malala Yousafzai. With beautiful
photography and fun illustrations, 100 Women Who Made History is a fascinating
look at the pioneering and inspiring women in history, from ancient Greece to the
present day. 100 Women Who Made History is the perfect book of history for kids
aged 9 and up as they discover women who left their mark.

Grumplets and Pests
There are many ladies in history who have left their mark. 100 Women Who Made
History takes kids on a tour of the past and uncovers the stories of the women and
girls who have shaped the modern world. From intelligent innovators like Marie
Curie and Rosalind Franklin to clever creatives like Emily Dickinson and J.K. Rowling
to leading ladies like Joan of Arc and Eleanor Roosevelt, profiles explore the lives of
each woman in detail, and photography and quirky "bobble-head" illustrations
present history in a new and fun way. Kids can put each woman's story into
context with "what came before" and "what came after" panels showing the things
that influenced and were influenced by each woman. Special features highlight
contemporaneous women and women in similar fields to paint a more complete
picture for young readers. A wonderful inspiration for young girls and a great
learning tool for all children, 100 Women Who Made History proves that this isn't
just a man's world.

You're Called What?
"Well-behaved women seldom make history." —Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, Pulitzer
Prize-winning historian Fresh, accessible, and inspiring, Shaking Things Up
introduces fourteen revolutionary young women—each paired with a noteworthy
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female artist—to the next generation of activists, trail-blazers, and rabble-rousers.
From the award-winning author of Ada’s Violin, Susan Hood, this is a poetic and
visual celebration of persistent women throughout history. In this book, you will
find Mary Anning, who was just thirteen when she unearthed a prehistoric fossil.
You’ll meet Ruby Bridges, the brave six-year-old who helped end segregation in
the South. And Maya Lin, who at twenty-one won a competition to create a war
memorial, and then had to appear before Congress to defend her right to create.
And those are just a few of the young women included in this book. Readers will
also hear about Molly Williams, Annette Kellerman, Nellie Bly, Pura Belprè, Frida
Kahlo, Jacqueline and Eileen Nearne, Frances Moore Lappè, Mae Jemison, Angela
Zhang, and Malala Yousafzai—all whose stories will enthrall and inspire. This book
was written, illustrated, edited, and designed by women and includes an author’s
note, a timeline, and additional resources. With artwork by notable artists including
Selina Alko, Sophie Blackall, Lisa Brown, Hadley Hooper, Emily Winfield Martin, Oge
Mora, Julie Morstad, Sara Palacios, LeUyen Pham, Erin Robinson, Isabel Roxas,
Shadra Strickland, and Melissa Sweet.

Rose's Dress of Dreams
The 20th century began with a sense of great optimism after centuries of
oppression. It was to be one of the most violent and tumultuous in world history
and paved the way for many people to seize opportunities and make a difference.
And women have been there every step of the way. From extraordinary
breakthroughs in science, to revolutionary political shifts, this is a collection of
some of the most remarkable achievements of women in the last century.
Individual profiles share the achievements of: Simone de Beauvior Marie Curie
Indira Gandhi Coco Chanel Tracey Emin Virginia Woolf Angela Merkel Frida Kahlo
Michelle Obama Princess Diana

The Ghostly Guinea Pig
Kate Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, is back with a brand new
wildly brilliant and accessible book about incredible women in the world of work.
What do you want to be when you grow up? It's a BIG question that everyone is
asked from an early age. Discover eye-opening facts about a collection of gogetting women who have pioneered careers in a kaleidoscope of different
industries. Join scientists, doctors, athletes, hot-air balloonists and more, journey
back in time with these brave, bold and brilliant women and discover that anything
is possible when you make the most of YOUR talents. Prepare yourself for a
celebration of women who opened doors and made it possible for more women to
achieve amazing things today. Overflowing with beautiful illustrations and
astounding facts, Fantastically Great Women Who Worked Wonders is the perfect
introduction to just a few of the most incredible women who helped shaped the
world we live in. List of women featured: Junko Tabei, Sophie Blanchard, Maria
Merian, Elizabeth Magie, the London Matchgirls, Rosa May Billinghurst, Katherine
Johnson, Annette Kellerman, Katia Krafft, Rosalind Franklin, James Barry, Madam
C.J. Walker, Lotte Reiniger.

Girls Can Do Anything!
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Fantastically Great Women Who Made History is the eagerly anticipated follow up
to Kate Pankhurst's hugely successful, Fantastically Great Women Who Changed
the World, number one best-selling children's non-fiction title. This beautiful title
looks at the stories, accomplishments and adventures of many more brilliant
women from throughout history. Travel through the Underground Railroad with the
brave and courageous Harriet Tubman, turn the pages of the hauntingly brilliant
Frankenstein with the incredibly talented Mary Shelley and prepare yourself for an
unforgettable journey through history with these and many other remarkable
women. Overflowing with vibrant and beautiful illustrations, and wonderfully
engaging text, Fantastically Great Women Who Made History is a celebration of
just some of the inspirational women who put their mark on the world we live in.
Written by the incredibly talented Kate Pankhurst, prepare to be inspired. List of
women featured: Elizabeth Blackwell, Qiu Jin, Boudicca, Flora Drummond,
Pocahontas, Noor Inayat Khan, Harriet Tubman, Valentina Tereshkova, Ada
Lovelace, Sayyida al-Hurra, Hatshepsut, Josephine Baker, Mary Wollstonecraft,
Mary Shelley

101 Awesome Women Who Changed Our World
In the seventh book, Zoey and Sassafras are excited to enjoy their summer with
their magical friends. But . . . why is everyone so grumpy? A bunch of bad days one
after the other lead Zoey to suspect that something more is afoot. It's up to Zoey
and Sassafras to solve the mystery before they end up with one bummer of a
summer! Each story in the Zoey and Sassafras series features a new magical
animal with a problem that must be solved using science. There isn't a set formula
for each book; Zoey sometimes needs to run experiments, while other times she
needs to investigate a mystery, and yet other times she needs to do research.
Zoey models how to keep a science journal through her handwritten entries in
each story. Each story is complete with a glossary of the kid-friendly definitions for
scientific terms used. The series highlights child-led inquiry science and the topics
covered align with both Common Core and Next Generation Science Standards.

Herstory
Shortly before he died, Plenty Coups, the last great Chief of the Crow Nation, told
his story--up to a certain point. "When the buffalo went away the hearts of my
people fell to the ground," he said, "and they could not lift them up again. After
this nothing happened." It is precisely this point--that of a people faced with the
end of their way of life--that prompts the philosophical and ethical inquiry pursued
in "Radical Hope." In Jonathan Lear's view, Plenty Coups' story raises a profound
ethical question that transcends his time and challenges us all: how should one
face the possibility that one's culture might collapse? This is a vulnerability that
affects us all--insofar as we are all inhabitants of a civilization, and civilizations are
themselves vulnerable to historical forces. How should we live with this
vulnerability? Can we make any sense of facing up to such a challenge
courageously? Using the available anthropology and history of the Indian tribes
during their confinement to reservations, and drawing on philosophy and
psychoanalytic theory, Lear explores the story of the Crow Nation at an impasse as
it bears upon these questions--and these questions as they bear upon our own
place in the world. His book is a deeply revealing, and deeply moving,
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philosophical inquiry into a peculiar vulnerability that goes to the heart of the
human condition.

Wonder Women
Young Rose dreams of sewing beautiful dresses for the women of Paris. But when a
chance encounter with royalty changes her life, Rose must draw on all her skills to
create the most breathtaking dress of them all Based on the life of Rose Bertin, the
woman credited with creating haute-couture, this is a story to inspire bold girls
everywhere.

Women Who Dared
Women have been doing amazing, daring, and dangerous things for years, but
they're rarely mentioned in our history books as adventurers, daredevils, or rebels.
This new compilation of brief biographies features women throughout history who
have risked their lives for adventure—many of whom you may not know, but all of
whom you'll WANT to know, such as: • Annie Edson Taylor, the first person who
dared to go over Niagara Falls in a barrel • Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman
who dared to fly in space • Helen Gibson, the first woman who dared to be a
professional stunt person • And many more! This is the perfect read for anyone
who wants to know what it means to explore, discover, play, climb, and fight like a
girl!

Fantastically Great Women Who Saved the Planet
Meet Izzy Gizmo – a fabulously feisty new character from Pip Jones (Squishy
McFluff; Daddy's Sandwich) brought brilliantly to life with exuberant and detailed
illustrations from the best-selling illustrator of TheDetective Dog, Sara Ogilvie. Izzy
Gizmo, a girl who LOVED to invent, carried her tool bag wherever she went in case
she discovered a thing to be mended, or a gadget to tweak to make to make it
more splendid. Izabelle Gizmo just loves to invent, but her inventions never seem
to work the way she wants them to. And that makes her really CROSS! When she
finds a crow with a broken wing she just has to help. But will she be able to put her
frustrations to one side and help her new friend to fly again? Shortlisted for the
Sainsbury’s Children’s Book Prize 2017, this empowering book is perfect for fans of
Rosie Revere, Engineer, Fantastically Great Women Who Changed the World and
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls. ‘If you’re looking for a new book with a
determined, strong female role model then this is for you’ Being a Mummy blog
‘This was such a fun book. We need more books with girl inventors!’ Twirling Book
Princess blog ‘This exuberantly riotous story… blends the fun of rhyme with the
touching friendship between a charismatic crow and a never-say-die young
inventor’Lancashire Evening Post ‘A lovely story of ingenuity and determination’
Parents in Touch ‘I doubt many will fail to fall for Izzy and her mechanical mind. Pip
Jones’ rhyming narrative is a cracker to read aloud and Sara Ogilvie’s imagination
must be almost as fertile as young Izzy’s… A real riot.’ Red Reading Hub blog
‘Jones’s loping, engaging rhymes and Ogilvie’s vivacious images evoke both
inspiration and frustration’ The Guardian
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Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different
This updated edition of the bestselling Girls Think of Everything, by Sibert-winner
Catherine Thimmesh and Caldecott Honor winner Melissa Sweet, retains all the
integrity of the original but includes expanded coverage of inventions (and
inventors) to better reflect our diverse and technological world. In kitchens and
living rooms, in garages and labs and basements, even in converted chicken
coops, women and girls have invented ingenious innovations that have made our
lives simpler and better. What inspired these girls, and just how did they turn their
ideas into realities? Retaining reader-tested favorite inventions, this updated
edition of the best-selling Girls Think of Everything features seven new chapters
that better represent our diverse and increasingly technological world, offering
readers stories about inventions that are full of hope and vitality--empowering
them to think big, especially in the face of adversity.
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